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INTRODUCTION 

The Spent Fuel Test—Climax {SFT-C) is a test of deep geologic storage and 
retrieval of commercial spent nuclear fuel assemolies (Ramspott et al., 
1979), The test is conducted under the technical direction of the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) as part of the Nevada Nuclear Waste 
Storage Investigations, which are administered by the Departm* -<t of Energy's 
Nevada Operations Office. 

During the early stages of the project extensive geologic ma .jirig was 
carried out in the drifts of the SFT-C. The primary objective of this mapping 
effort was to characterize the geologic structure of the rock mass at tne 
SFT-C facility for use in safety and design considerations, instrument sitinq, 
and interpretation of test results. The resultinq geologic discont nuity data 
were entered into a dataoase file on an LLNL computer system for sut equent 
analysis. 

The purpose of this report is to document the SFT-C geologic structure 
mapping database and to make it available for use by researchers outside of 
LLrtL. Sketch maps from the field notes have been published previously (Wilder 
and Yow, 1981), and an analysis and interpretation of the structural data and 
overview of the geologic setting of the SFT-C are also separately reported 
(Wilder and Yow, 1984). Core logging data from site investigation and 
instrumentation boreholes have been documented (Milder et al., 1982, and 
Thorpe, 1984); a report on post-test core logging and a core logging database 
are in preparation at this writing. 

SFI-C MAPPING 

The SFF-C is sited at the Nevada Test Site at a depth of aDout 1378 ft 
(420 m) within the Climax granitic stock (Fig. 1). Construction of the SFT-C 
facility was described by Patrick and Mayr (1981); Fig. 2 illustrates tne 
layout and stationing of the SFT-C drifts. The three parallel drifts (one 
canister drift and two heater drifts) are each over 200 ft (61 m) long, and 
extend N61W from the Rail Car Room to the Receiving Room. The central 
canister drift is about 15 ft wide x 20 ft high (4.6 m x 6 m), and tne two 
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Figure 1. Geologic setting of the Spent Fuel Test-Climax. 
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Figure 2. Layout of SFT-C Drifts. 



ad.ioininq neater drifts are each about 11 ft wide x 11 ft high (3.4 m x 3.4 
m j . A !2 ft wide x 12 ft hiqh (3.7 in x 3.7 mj tail drift extends 576W from 
tne facility access drift, and a 15 ft wide x 10 ft hiqh (4.6 in x 3 m) alcove 
runs M 8 L from the tail drift to tna Kail Car Room. 

••lappinq of genloqic discontinuities at tiie SFT-C proceeded in stages and 
it differing levels of detai'. Several people were involved in tne mapping 
pffnrt, and mapping was necessarily affected by the construction activities 
(i-nider ano Ynw, 1931). Wevertlie less, over 2500 discontinuities includinq 
joint'., shears, and fai.lts were mapped in the SFT-C drifts. After the mapping 
<i |;i n*>i-rt completed the data was ended from trie field notes for entry into trie 
iataoase usioq a format described below. Prior to use of the database r'or any 
•i'l'iiysris, the data files were printed and each line was read and compared witu 
HIP I'i-Id notes. Errors in the data files vere 'narked on the printed copies 
an') cnen crossed off when corrected so that the proofreading could De verified. 

ijLOLOulL Hrtî I.lb DATABASE 

fhe entire datanase of qeologic structure data from tne SFT-L mapping tL-

i-ei>r-id'icifd cin the two microfiche that accompany this report. £ach 
• is..out inu i ty recorded in the field notes is represented by four lines or 
MI* nrn-ition in the database, using the format shown in Fable 1. Abbreviations 
,•.. . in the natanase are listed in Table 2, while the conventions and 
J'"".ii.ions used in preparing the database are explained in the following 
; ii ;;' :iiv:. A sample page from the database is shown in Figure 3. 

ft, rio t>,F:Mi, and survey stationir.q on the first li'i- i.: • i 
ty list ini; are se lf-exp'anatnr/. The neiqnt rerer:- ii. : ••• • „ 

• ii '-"-: leature in rent above the drift invert (floor) at tne station at whicn 
tne feature was mapped. Al1 features are referenced to drift stationing as 
,no..;n in figure L ^nd in the sketch maps published by Wilder and Yow (19SI). 
;•!" discontinuity numrers do not follow any facility-wide scheme because the 
.i-.i'j'j in.) '.-..is done in drift segments, eacn ordinarily 50 feet or more in 
•-:).!th. iince the discontinuity numners are not unique, tney snoulf" be used 
-.re! il.y and in conjunction with drift, rib, and station identifiers, 
•articularly where they indicate relationships between features. 
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TABLE 1. FORMAT OF DATABASE DISCONTINUITY ENTRIES 

OAFA ITEM 
drift name 
rib identifier 
station at which mapped 
height at which mapped 
joint number 
strike azimuth 
dip 
dip azimuth 
apparent dip direction 1* 
apparent dip 1* 
reference plane 1 strike 
reference plane 1 dip 
apparent dip direction 2* 
apparent dip 2* 
reference plane 2 strike 
reference plane 2 dip 

apparent joint length 
joint tnickness 
number of joints in qroup 
width of group 
spiay }<jcations and }enqths 
joint morphology 
relation to other joints 

joint surface texture 
description of filling 
description of alteration 

UNITS LINE COLUMNS 

— 6-10 
feet 1 U-15 
feet 1 16-20 

1 21-25 
degrees 1 26-JO 
degrees 1 31-36 
degrees 1 36-40 
degrees 1 41-45 
degrees 1 46-50 
degrees 1 51-55 
degrees 1 56-60 
degrees 1 61-65 
degrees 1 66-70 
deqrees 1 71-75 
degrees 1 76-80 

feet 2 1-5 
feet 2 6-10 

2 11-15 
feet 2 16-20 
feet 2 2} -40 

2 41-60 
2 61-80 

3 1-20 
3 21-50 
3 51-80 

remarks/comments 1-80 

* as seen on the indicated reference plane 
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TABLE 2. GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE DATABASE ABBREVIATIONS 

A8 alDite alteration 
M.C alcove 
&i • bleaching 
CAL calcite 
CAN canister drift 
CHL chlorite 
CLA clay 
DIS disseminated 
ER east rib 
FE or FE OX iron oxide stains 
PEL feldspar 
FL floor or invert 
H height of splay above floor 
L apparent length of splay 
MO molybdenite 
NA or NAD outer rib of heater drifts, west of 

doors (see Fig. 2) 
NF northwest end of Receiving Room 
NHD north heater drift 
NR north rib 
Pf7 pyrite 
Qrz quartz 
REC receiving room 
SAU sausserite 
SER sericite 
SHD south heater drift 
SP splays 
SR south rib 
ST station of splay occurrence 
TD tail drift 
m west rib 
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Figure 3. Sample Listing from Geologic Structure Mapping Database 



Strike and dip direction are both given in degrees as an azimuth measured 
clockwise from true north. Complete orientations were recorded for over 180U 
of the discontinuities. For the remainder of the data set, however, actual 
orientations could not be mapped because of poor exposure. Where possible, 
the apparent dip directions and dips of such features and the orientations of 
two surfaces upon which they appeared were recorded. These variables were 
then used to calculate true orientations if adequate .^asurements were 
available. 

The length of each feature in the database is that given in feet by the 
field personnel when such information was recorded. However, in most cases 
the lengths of mapped features were partially sketched rather than measured 
and noted. Discontinuity lengths were therefore scaled from the mapping 
sketches for database entry, and may not be at all representative of actual 
trace lenqths on the drift ribs. Thicknesses recorded in the mapping data 
refer to apparent thicknesses of features, in feet, including any filling 
materials or mineralization. 

In cases where field notes indicated a group of two or more parallel 
fractures that were too close together to expeditiously map or sketch 
individually, the database entries are duplicated to represent the number of 
discontinuities (numoer in group) actually forming the feature mapped. The 
corresponding group width is given in feet. Splays, morphology, relations, 
surface texture, filling description, and wall rock alteration are all to be 
understood with reference to the list of abbreviations in Table 2. 

The fourth line of information for each discontinuity is for miscellaneous 
notes or remarks recorded in the field notes. These often include apparent 
structural relationships, and field assessments of shears and faults. Shears 
in this context are major, continuous features that evidence mineral crushing 
or clay filling, but without obvious offsetting of other discontinuities. 
Faults are features which offset other discontinuities, and which often 
contain quantities of gouge materials (Wilder and Yow, 1981). 
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CONCLUSIONS ANO ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Information on over 2500 discontinuities mapped at the SFT-C is contained 
in the enclosed geologic structure mapping database. Over 1800 of these 
features include complete descriptions of their orientations. This database 
is now available for use by other researchers. 

Dale Wilder planned and supervised the mapping efforts that acquired this 
data set. James Springer helped with data entry for construction of the 
database, and Oebra Tatman assisted with proofreading and corrections. 
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